
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1 A collection of related dat Information Valuable information Database Metadata

2
DBMS manages the interaction between __________ and database. Users Clients End Users Stake Holders

3 A characteristic of an entity. Relation Attribute Parameter Constraint

4 Object=_________+relationships. data attributes entity constraints

5 DBMS is a collection of ………….. that enables user to create and maintain a 

database. Keys Translators Program Language Activity

6
In a relational schema, each tuple is divided into fields called Relations Domains Queries All of the above

7
The collection of data, usually referred to as the _____________. storage knowledge information database

8 _____________ is the processing of data to draw conclusions, and infer rules or 

decision procedures. data analytics 

online transaction 

processing data loading data processing

9
The ____________ uses a collection of tables to represent both data and the 

relationships among those dat
Entity-Relationship Model relational model 

Semi-structured Data 

Model 

Object-Based Data 

Model

10
In the _____________, the designer maps the high-level conceptual schema onto the 

implementation data model of the database system that will be used. logical-design phase physical-design phase normalization

conceptual-design 

phase

11
Which of the following is not a level of data abstraction? Physical Level Critical Level View Level

Logical Level

12 Which of the following is not a Data Model? Entity-Relationship model Relational data model Object-Based data model Real model

13 Logical design of database is called Database Instance Database Snapshot Database Schema Databse Design

14
Snapshot of the dta in the database at a given instant of time is called Database Instance Database Snapshot Database Schema Databse Design

15
Which of the following is the structure of the Database? Table Schema Relation Data

16 A logical description of some portion of database that is required by a user to 

perform task is called as System View User View Logical View Data View

17
Which of the following is the oldest database model? Relational Hierarchical Physical Network

18 Which of the following indicates the maximum number of entities that can be 

involved in a relationship? Minimum cardinality Maximum cardinality ERD

Greater Entity Count 

(GEC)

19 ER modeling is primarily used for Database Programming Organizing Databases Designing Databases None of the above

20

An Entity Set is

a set of entities of the 

same type that share the 

same properties

a set of entities of 

different type that share 

the same properties

a set of entities of different 

type that share the different 

properties None of the above

21
The set of permitted values for an attribute is called as Entity Set Domain Value Set

Both Domain and 

Value Set

22 An attribute which can have many values for a single entity is called as Composite Attribute Descriptive Attribute Derived Attribute Multivalued Attribute

23

If a record in table R is associated with only one record in table S, and a record in S 

is associated with only one record in table R, then the relationship between R and S 

is________ One-to-Many Many-to-One One-to-One Many-to-Many

24
A relationship is an association between________ Two or more Entities One or more Entities Entities and Attributes

One or more 

Attributes

25 Which of the following is not the disadvantage of File Processing System? Data isolation Atomicity Problems Data Redundancy None of the above

26 The status of a relational table at a particular moment is called Logical Schema Metadata Instance Subschema

27
Data-Manipulation Language (DML) is a language that enables users to Design the Database

Insert Data into the 

Database

Control the Transactions in 

Database Define User Privileges
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28
________________ need an user to specify in a query "What data are required and 

how to retrieve the required data?" Procedural DML Declarative DML Non-Procedural DML

Transaction Control 

Language

29
Which of the following users interact with the database directly using Query 

languages? Naive Users Specialized Users Sophisticated Users

Applicaton 

Programmers

30
The number of entity sets linked through a single relationship set is Degree of Relationship set Degree of Entity set Degree of Attribute set All of the above

31 In an ER Diagram, a double ellipse is used to represent Simple Attribute Composite Attribute Descriptive Attribute Multi-valued Attribute

32
A __________ is a language that enables users to access or manipulate data as 

organized by the appropriate data model.

data-manipulation 

language SQL JQuery 

Data Defination 

Language

33
__________ which manages the allocation of space on disk storage and the data 

structures used to represent information stored on disk. integrity manager Transaction manager File manager Buffer manager

34
_____________, which executes low-level instructions generated by the DML 

compiler. Query evaluation engine DDL interpreter query optimization DML Interpreter

35 A relational database consists of a collection of ___________. tables Forms files Folders

36
The __________ value is a special value that signifies that the value is unknown or 

does not exist.  atomic domain  null none of these

37 The intersection operation, denoted by _________. ∩  − ∪ $

38
An __________ is a set of entities of the same type that share the same properties, or 

attributes. extension entity set attributes value

39 The select, project, and rename operations, are called _________ operations. unary binary relational None of these

40
___________ constraints ensure that changes made to the database by authorized 

users do not result in a loss of data consistency. consistency security Integrity domain

41 To define a view in SQL by using the _________ view command. select form join create

42
Which of the following relational algebra operations do not require the participating 

tables to be union-compatible?
 Union  Intersection  Difference Join

43 Relational Algebra does not have Selection operator Projection operator Aggregation operator Division operator

44  Tree structures are used to store data in Network model Relational model Hierarchical model File based system

45
The rule that a value of a foreign key must appear as a value of some specific table is 

called a
Referential constraint Index  Integrity constraint

Functional 

dependency

46 It is an abstraction through which relationships are treated as higher level entities.  Generalization Specialization Aggregation  Inheritance

47 The operation which is not considered a basic operation of relational algebra is Join Selection  Union  Cross product

48 In SQL the statement select*from R,S is equivalent to
 Select * from R natural 

join S

Select * from R cross join 

S

Select * from R union join 

S

 Select * from R inner 

join S

49 When an E-R diagram is mapped to tables, the representation is redundant for Weak entity sets  weak relationship sets  Strong entity sets strong relationship 

50
 If two relations R and S are joined, then the non matching tuples of both R and S are 

ignored in
 left outer join  right outer join  full outer join  inner join

51 Relational Algebra is  Data Definition Language  Meta Language Procedural query Language None of the above

52 If an entity can belong to only one lower level entity then the constraint is disjoint  partial overlapping single

53 The common column is eliminated in  theta join outer join natural join composed join

54  In E-R diagram total participation is represented by  double lines Dashed lines single line Triangle

55 Relationships among relationships can be represented in an E-R model using Aggregation  Association  Weak entity sets
 Weak relationship 

sets

56
Which of the following constitutes a basic set of operations for manipulating 

relational data?
 Predicate calculus Relational calculus  Relational algebra  SQL

57  Relational calculus is a Procedural language Non-Procedural language  Data definition language High level language

58 Cartesian product in relational algebra is  a Unary operator  a Binary operator a Ternary operator not defined

59 In an E-R diagram attributes are represented by rectangle square  ellipse  triangle

60 In an E-R diagram an entity set is represent by a rectangle  ellipse  diamond box  circle

61 20) E-R model uses this symbol to represent weak entity set?  Dotted rectangle Diamond Doubly outlined rectangle  None of these

62 The method for designing a relational database is to use a process commonly known 

as ___________. normalization conventions functional dependencies Decomposition

63 Tuples with the same value on all attributes in the ____________ clause are placed 

in one group. select form group by where



64 ____________ is nothing but execution of a transaction in isolation preserves the 

consistency of the database. Atomicity Consistency Isolation  Durability

65
The property of DBMS which ensures that transactions are either fully committed or 

not consistency Durability Atomiticiy isolation

66 The property of DBMS which ensures that no two transactions running 

independently interfere each other Durability Atomiticiy isolation Consistency

67

Choose the correct statement regarding superkeys

A superkey is an attribute 

or a group of multiple 

attributes that can 

uniquely identify a tuple

A superkey is a tuple or a 

set of multiple tuples that 

can uniquely identify an 

attribute

Every superkey is a 

candidate key

A superkey is an 

attribute or a set of 

attributes that 

distinguish the 

relation from other 

relations

68

What is an Instance of a Database?

The logical design of the 

database system

The entire set of attributes 

of the Database put 

together in a single 

relation

The state of the database 

system at any given point of 

time

The initial values 

inserted into the 

Database immediately 

after its creation

69

What is a foreign key?

A foreign key is a primary 

key of a relation which is 

an attribute in another 

relation

A foreign key is a 

superkey of a relation 

which is an attribute in 

more than one other 

relations

A foreign key is an attribute 

of a relation that is a 

primary key of another 

relation

A foreign key is the 

primary key of a 

relation that does not 

occur anywhere else 

in the schema

70
Which of the following is not a feature of a good relational design? Specifying primary keys Specifying foreign keys

Preserving integrity 

constraints

Allowing redundancy 

of attributes

71
In the __________ normal form, a composite attribute is converted to individual 

attributes. First Second Third Fourth

72
If all the domains are atomic then the relational schema is in ________ normal form First Second Third Fourth

73
A table on the many side of a one to many or many to many relationship must:

Be in Second Normal 

Form (2NF)

Be in Third Normal Form 

(3NF) Have a single attribute key Have a composite key

74

Tables in second normal form (2NF):

Eliminate all hidden 

dependencies

Eliminate the possibility 

of a insertion anomalies Have a composite key

Have all non key 

fields depend on the 

whole primary key

75

Which-one ofthe following statements about normal forms is FALSE?

BCNF is stricter than 3 

NF

Lossless, dependency -

preserving decomposition 

into 3 NF is always 

possible

Loss less, dependency – 

preserving decomposition 

into BCNF is always 

possible

Any relation with two 

attributes is BCNF

76 Which is a bottom-up approach to database design that design by examining the 

relationship between attributes: Functional dependency Database modeling Normalization Decomposition

77
Which forms are based on the concept of functional dependency: First Second Third Fourth

78
The property of DBMS which ensures that changes made in database 

due to transactions become permanent/persist after committing Durability Atomiticiy isolation Consistency

79 A transaction may obtain locks, but may not release any lock in ___________.
growing phase shrinking phase locking protocol legal phase

80
PL/SQL controls the context area through a ____________. procedures cursor functions Records

81
___________ are stored programs, which are automatically executed or fired when 

some events occur. 
packages collections Triggers  transactions

82
A ________ in a table represents a relationship among a set of values. Column Key Row Entry

83 The term _______ is used to refer to a row. Attribute Tuple Field nstance

84
The term attribute refers to a ___________ of a table. Record Column Tuple Key

85 For each attribute of a relation, there is a set of permitted values, called the 

________ of that attribute. Domain Relation Set Schema



86
Database __________ which is the logical design of the database, and the database 

_______ which is a snapshot of the data in the database at a given instant in time. Instance, Schema Relation, Schema Relation, Domain Schema, Instance

87 Course(course_id,sec_id,semester) Here the course_id,sec_id and semester are 

__________ and course is a _________ Relations, Attribute Attributes, Relation Tuple, Relation Tuple, Attributes

88
A domain is atomic if elements of the domain are considered to be ____________ 

units. Different Indivisbile Constant Divisible

89
The tuples of the relations can be of ________ order. Any Same Sorted Constant

90
Relational Algebra is a __________ query language that takes two relations as input 

and produces another relation as an output of the query. Relational Structural Procedural Fundamental

91
Which of the following is a fundamental operation in relational algebra? Set intersection Natural join Assignment

None of the 

mentioned

92
Which of the following is used to denote the selection operation in relational 

algebra? Pi (Greek) Sigma (Greek) Lambda (Greek) Omega (Greek)

93 The ___________ operation, denoted by −, allows us to find tuples that are in one 

relation but are not in another. Union Set-difference Difference Intersection

94 Which is a unary operation: Selection operation Primitive operation Projection operation Generalized selection

95
Which is a join condition contains an equality operator: Equijoins Cartesian Natural Left

96
In precedence of set operators, the expression is evaluated from Left to left Left to right Right to left

From user 

specification

97 Which of the following is not outer join? Left outer join Right outer join Full outer join All of the mentioned

98 The assignment operator is denoted by -> <- = ==

99 The property of DBMS which ensures that database remains in a consistent state 

after update isolation consistency Durability atomiticity

100

after the transaction has been rolled back and the database has been restored to its 

state prior to the start of the transaction.This state of transaction is known as 

__________

Aborted commited partially committed active

101 _______________is  the initial state; the transaction stays in this state while it is 

executing. Aborted commited partially committed active

102 the system maintains a _____________to keep track of all transaction operations 

that affect the values of database items diary log record register

103 When transactions are executing concurrently in an interleaved fashion, then the 

order of execution of operations from all the 

various transactions is known as ________________ schedule program instruction Execution

104 We say that I and J _____________if they are operating by different transactions on 

the same data item, and at least one of these instructions is a write operation.

interfere conflict rival fight

105
shared locks are used for those  transactions who want to______________ Write Read Conflict Interleave

106
exclusive locks are used for those  transactions who want to______________ Write Read Conflict Interleave

107 while one transaction is accessing a data item, no other transaction

 can modify that data item.This is called as Exclusion Mutual Exclusion Mutual inclusion Mutual Explosion



108
If a transaction Ti has obtained a ___________________

 on item Q, then Ti can read, but cannot write, Q. Exclusive Lock shared lock Mutual inclusion Write Lock

109  If a transaction Ti has obtained an __________________

 on item Q, then Ti can both read and write Q. Exclusive Lock Read Lock Mutual Lock Shared Lock

110

a state where neither of these transactions can ever proceed with its normal 

execution.

 This situation is called Read Lock shared lock deadlock Exclusive Lock

111

___________________ A transaction may obtain locks, but may not release any 

lock.

Releasing phase Growing phase Shrinking phase Obtaining phase

112

________________ A transaction may release locks, but may not obtain any new 

locks.

Obtaining phase Growing phase Shrinking phase Releasing phase

113
If a transaction Ti has been assigned timestamp TS(Ti),

 and a new transaction Tj enters the system, then . TS(Ti) >TS(Tj) TS(Ti) !=TS(Tj) TS(Ti) <>TS(Tj) TS(Ti) < TS(Tj)

114 a transaction may not always complete its execution successfully. Such a transaction 

is termed as Completed Aborted Finished active

115
If the transaction updates the database, that update 

appears only in its own version, not in the actual database itself this is also known as abstraction snapshot isolation Encapsulation Exclusion

116
The point in the schedule where the transaction has obtained its final lock 

(the end of its growing phase) is called the _______________of the transaction. Lock Path Lock Point Lock Time DeadLock

117
conversion from shared to exclusive modes is called______________ promotion demotion upgrade downgrade

118
conversion from exclusive mode  to shared mode is called__________________ upgrade promotion demotion downgrade

119
Ti issues read(Q) where Q is a data item and If TS(Ti) < W-timestamp(Q), 

Write operation is 

Rejected

Write operation is 

accepted Read operation is accepted

Read operation is 

rejected

120
A system is in a deadlock state if there exists a set of transactions such that every 

transaction in the set is waiting for another transaction in the set. DeadLock DeadEnd TurnEnd Abortion

121
when a transaction T2 requests a lock that transaction T1 holds, the lock granted to it 

may be preempted by rolling back of T1, and granting of the lock to T2. this 

technique is known as

exemption noncompetent preemption evacuation

122
 transactions T14, T15, and T16 have timestamps 5, 10 and 15, respectively. If T14 

requests a data item held by T15, then T14 will wait. If T16 requests a data item held 

by T15, then T16 will be rolled back.This technique is known as

WAIT For Die wait and die Wound-wait-scheme WAIT AND Killed



123
When transaction T1 requests a data item currently held by T2,

 T1 is allowed to wait only if it has a timestamp larger than that of T2 (that is, T1 is 

younger than T2). Otherwise, T2 is rolled back This technique is known as WAIT FOR GRAPH WAIT FOR RESOURCE wait and die Wound-wait scheme

124 In this approach, a transaction that has requested a lock waits for 

at most a specified amount of time. If the lock has not been granted within that time, 

the transaction is said to timeout Endtime transactionEnd EndLock

125
Consider money is transferred from (1)account-A to account-B and (2) account-B to 

account- Which of the following form a transaction? Only 1 Only 2 Both 1 and 2 individually Either 1 or 2

126
A transaction is delimited by statements (or function calls) of the form __________

Begin transaction and end 

transaction

Start transaction and stop 

transaction

Get transaction and post 

transaction

Read transaction and 

write transaction

127 Identify the characteristics of transactions Atomicity Durability Isolation All of the mentioned

128
Which of the following has “all-or-none” property? Atomicity Durability Isolation All of the mentioned

129 The database system must take special actions to ensure that transactions operate 

properly without interference from concurrently executing database statements. This 

property is referred to as Atomicity Durability Isolation All of the mentioned

130
The property of a transaction that persists all the crashes is Atomicity Durability Isolation All of the mentioned

131
__________ states that only valid data will be written to the database. Consistency Atomicity Durability Isolation

132
Transaction processing is associated with everything below except

Producing detail summary 

or exception reports

Recording a business 

activity

Confirming an action or 

triggering a response Maintaining a data

133
____ means that the data used during the execution of a transaction cannot be used 

by a second transaction until the first one is completed. Consistency Atomicity Durability Isolation

134
Which character function can be used to return a specified portion of a character 

string? INSTR SUBSTRING SUBSTR POS

135

Which of the following is TRUE for the System Variable $date$?

Can be assigned to a 

global variable

Can be assigned to any 

field only during design 

time

Can be assigned to any 

variable or field during run 

time

Can be assigned to a 

local variable

136 What are the different events in Triggers? Define, Create Drop, Comment Insert, Update, Delete Select, Commit

137 Which of the following SQL command can be used to modify existing data in a 

database table? MODIFY UPDATE CHANGE NEW

138 A transaction may not always complete its execution successfully. Such a transaction 

is termed Aborted Terminated Closed All of the mentioned

139 If an transaction is performed in a database and committed, the changes are taken to 

the previous state of transaction by Flashback Rollback

Both Flashback and 

Rollback Cannot be done

140
Each modification done in database transaction are first recorded into the Harddrive Log Disk Datamart

141
When the transaction finishes the final statement the transaction enters into Active state Committed state Partially committed state Abort state

142
Which of the following is an atomic sequence of database actions? Transaction Concurrency Relations All of the mentioned

143
_______ means that data used during the execution of a transaction cannot be used 

by a second transaction until the first one is completed. Serializability Atomicity Isolation Time stamping

144
Which of the following is not a state in transaction? Active Terminated Aborted Partially committed



145

146
Deadlocks can be described precisely in terms of a directed graph called 

__________________ WAIT FOR GRAPH WAIT FOR RESOURCE

WAIT FOR PROCESS 

GRAPH WAIT AND DIE

147
one of the required/mandatory section of PL/SQL block is Declaration Execution Exception Header

148 _______________ do not have the code reuse advantages of

stored subprograms. Anonymous blocks subprogram blocks procedure function

149

To print a message “Hello, Welcome to the world of PL SQL”

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_L

INE (‘Hello Welcome to 

the world of PL SQL’);

END;

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_L

INE (Hello, Welcome to 

the world of PL SQL’);

END;

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LI

NE (‘Hello, Welcome to the 

world of PL SQL’);

END;

BEGIN

DBMS_OUTPUT.PU

T_LINE (‘Hello, 

Welcome to the world 

of PL SQL);

END;

150 A type of query that is placed within a WHERE or HAVING clause of another query 

is called Super query Sub query Master query Multi-query

151 Aggregate functions are functions that take a ___________ as input and return a 

single value. Collection of values Single value Aggregate value Both a & b

152
All aggregate functions except _____ ignore null values in their input collection. Count(attribute) Count(*) Avg Sum

153 To execute a PL/SQL block you must code a ___________ after the END

keyword. /' \' ,' ;'

154 Examples of acceptable ordinary user-defined identifiers doesnot include

t2 last-name phone# credit_limit

155
These variables are declared in a outer block and can be referenced by its itself and 

by its inner blocks.

global  variables local variable scope variable block variable

156
These variables are declared in a inner block and cannot be referenced by outside 

Blocks. global  variables local variable scope variable block variable

157
A _______________is the name of a memory location which stores a value used in a 

PL/SQL block that 

remains unchanged throughout the program. Program Variable Constant procedure

158
A _______________ data type has no internal components. It holds a single value Reference data Type LOB data type Composite data type Scalar Data Type

159 This attribute lets you define the type of variable exactly same as column datatype 

without knowing its type #TYPE &TYPE %TYPE $TYPE

160

Declaring Variable of Same Type as Column last_name of employees table the 

syntax would be surname  

employeeslast_name%TY

PE;

surname  

employees.lastname%TYP

E;

surname  

employees.last_name%TYP

E;

surname  

employees.last_name

TYPE;

161

CREATE SEQUENCE seq_temp START WITH 100 INCREMENT BY 1;

a := seq_temp.NEXTVAL;

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(;

100 101 102 99



162

CREATE SEQUENCE seq_temp1 START WITH 100 INCREMENT BY 4;

a := seq_temp1.NEXTVAL;

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(;

//What will be the output after twice execution

100 101 102 104

163 Every unit of PL/SQL  must be with in a block. As a minimum there must be the 

delimiting words ______________ Begin and End Start and Finish Go and End Do and End

164

 Single-Line comments: Begins with _______________anywhere on a line and 

extends to the end of line.

(/*     */) (//) (--) (__)

165 radius**2 means radius squareroot radius square radius cube radius cuberoot

166
Used to concatenate character strings in PL/SQL   ==   &   + ||

167
for finding a particular  value or record  among the huge set of database tables we 

use trigger procedure function cursor

168
These type of cursor managed by Oracle itself 

implicit cursor/internal 

cursor External cursor explicit cursor user defined cursor

169
these  type of cursor are used to manage for User/Prgrammer or External Processing

implicit cursor explicit cursor internal cursor oracle cursor

170

It return the number of rows affected by an insert, update, delete or select %NOTFOUND %FOUND %ISOPEN %ROWCOUNT

171

 marks := '45';

 IF marks>35 THEN

 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('PASS');

 ELSE

 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('FAIL');

//Answer of this proram would be 

pass PASS FAIL no output

172

 a := 'YASHASHREE';

 b := 'yashashree';

 IF a LIKE b THEN

 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(a || 'is Same as ' || b);

 ELSE

 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(a || 'is not Same as ' || b);

//Answer of this proram would be YASHASHREE is not 

Same as yashashree a is not Same as b

YASHASHRI is not Same 

as yashashri

 yashashree is not 

Same as 

YASHASHREE

173
when this statement is encountered, the current iteration of the loop completes 

immediately 

and control passes to the next iteration of the loop. continue return exit break

174

FOR a IN 1 .. 10 LOOP

 CONTINUE WHEN MOD(a,2) = 0;

 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Odd Num := ' ||;

  all the even numbers all the odd numbers all numbers from 1 to 10 numbers from 1 to 9

175 ______________________are defined as the condition that can cause the 

application into inconsistent state. Exceptions errors bugs Warnings



176 are exceptions that have been already given names by PL/SQL. 

They are named in the STANDARD package in PL/SQL and do not need to be 

defined by the programmer.

 The Named Programmer-

defined Exceptions Unnamed Exceptions Named Exception man made exception

177

Transaction processing is associated with everything below except

Producing detail, 

summary, or exception 

reports

Recording a business 

activity

Confirming an action or 

triggering a response Maintaining data.

178
A _________ consists of a sequence of query and/or update statements. Transaction Commit Rollback Flashback

179
Which of the following makes the transaction permanent in the database ? View Commit Rollback Flashback

180 In case of any shut down during transaction before commit which of the following 

statement is done automatically ? View Commit Rollback Flashback

181
In order to maintain the consistency during transactions database provides Commit Atomic Flashback Retain

182
In order to undo the work of transaction after last commit which one should be used 

? View Commit Rollback Flashback

183
A transaction completes its execution is said to be Committed Aborted Rolled back Failed

184
Which of the following is used to get back all the transactions back after rollback ? Redo Commit Rollback Flashback

185 ______ will undo all statements up to commit? Transaction Rollback Flashback Abort

186 In order to maintain transactional integrity and database consistency, what 

technology does a DBMS deploy? Triggers Pointers Locks Cursors

187 A lock that allows concurrent transactions to access different rows of the same table 

is known as a Database-level lock Table-level lock Page-level lock Row-level lock

188 Which of the following are introduced to reduce the overheads caused by the log-

based recovery? Checkpoints Indices Deadlocks Locks

189 Which of the following protocols ensures conflict serializability and safety from 

deadlocks?

Two-phase locking 

protocol

Time-stamp ordering 

protocol Graph based protocol

None of the 

mentioned

190 Which refers to a property of computer to run several operation simultaneously and 

possible as computers await response of each other Concurrency Deadlock Backup Recovery

191
All lock information is managed by a __________ which is responsible for assigning 

and policing the locks used by the transactions. Scheduler DBMS Lock manager Locking agent

192
Which of the following is a procedure for acquiring the necessary locks for a 

transaction where all necessary locks are acquired before any are released? Record controller Exclusive lock Authorization rule Two phase lock

193
To include integrity constraint in a existing relation use : Create table Modify table Alter table Upate Table

194
Which of the following is not a integrity constraint ? Not null Positive Unique Check ‘predicate’

195 Foreign key is the one in which the ________ of one relation is referenced in 

another relation. Foreign key Primary key References Check constraint

196

Data integrity constraints are used to:

Control who is allowed 

access to the data

Ensure that duplicate 

records are not entered 

into the table

Improve the quality of data 

entered for a specific 

property (i.e., table column)

Prevent users from 

changing the values 

stored in the table

197

Which of the following is not a class of constraint in SQL Server?  NOT NULL b) CHECK c) NULL  UNIQUE



198

Point out the wrong statement.  Table constraints must be 

used when more than one 

column must be included 

in a constraint

b) A column constraint is 

specified as part of a 

column definition and 

applies only to that 

column

c) A table constraint is 

declared independently 

from a column definition 

and can apply to more than 

one column in a table

d) Primary keys allow 

for NULL as one of 

the unique values

199

How many types of constraints are present in SQL Server?  4 5 6 7

200

Which of the constraint can be enforced one per table?  Primary key constraint b) Not Null constraint c) Foreign Key constraint d) Check constraint

201

Which of the following is not a limitation of view?  ORDER BY Does Not 

Work

b) Index Created on View 

Used Often

c) Cross Database Queries 

Not Allowed in Indexed 

View

d) Adding Column is 

Expensive by Joining 

Table Outside View

202

SQL Server has mainly how many types of views?  one b) two c) three d) four

203

Dynamic Management View is a type of ___________  System Defined Views b) User Defined View c) Simple View d) Complex View

204

Syntax for creating views is __________  CREATE VIEW AS 

SELECT

b) CREATE VIEW AS 

UPDATE

c) DROP VIEW AS 

SELECT

d) CREATE VIEW 

AS UPDATE

205

You can delete a view with ___________ command.  DROP VIEW b) DELETE VIEW c) REMOVE VIEW d) TRUNCATE 

VIEW

206

What is SCHEMABINDING a VIEW?  Schema binding binds 

your views to the 

dependent physical 

columns of the accessed 

tables specified in the 

contents of the view

b) These are stored only in 

the Master database

c) These types of view are 

defined by users on a 

specified schema

d) These are used to 

show database self 

describing 

information

207

The type of data independence in which the internal schema can be modified without 

modifying the conceptual schema is classified as

logical data independence b. 

physical data 

independence

c. 

conceptual level 

independence

d. 

external level 

independence

208

The types of architectures of DBMS are  

single-tier architecture

b. 

two-tier architecture

c. 

three-tier architecture

d. 

both b and c

209

The graphical representation of database description is called a. 

dynamic schema diagram

b. 

schema diagram

c. 

structure diagram

d. 

entity path diagram

210

The program interface which provides the feature to client side programs to call the 

database management system is classified as

a. 

open programming 

interface

b. 

closed programming 

interface

c. 

application programming 

interface

d. 

data programming 

language

211

In hierarchical structures, the can be nested to create a. 

simple data structures

b. 

complex data structures

c. 

functional data structures

d. 

network logical 

structures

212

In DBMS, the description of database in the form of schema is also called a. 

extension of schema

b. 

intension of schema

c. 

mathematical operators of 

schema

d. 

logical operators of 

schema

213

In the two-tier architecture, the server is considered as a. 

host server

b. 

client server

c. 

transaction server

d. 

module server



214

The type data abstraction which allows the conceptual representation of data in 

database management system is considered as

a. 

logical design model

b. 

data model

c. 

interface model

d. 

user friendly model

215

The characteristic of database management system which allows the program 

operation independence and program data independence is classified as

a. 

conceptual abstraction

b. 

implementation 

abstraction

c. 

data abstraction

d. 

interface abstraction

216

The default extension for an Oracle SQL*Plus file is: a) .txt b) .pls c) .ora d) .sql

217

 Which of the following is NOT an Oracle-supported trigger? a) BEFORE b) DURING c) AFTER d) INSTEAD OF

218
Triggers ________ enabled or disabled a) Can be b) Cannot be c) Ought to be d) Always

219

Which prefixes are available to Oracle triggers? a) : new only b) : old only c) Both :new and : old d) Neither :new nor : 

old

220

Which of the following is not a built in aggregate function in SQL? a) avg b) max c) total d) count

221

We apply the aggregate function to a group of sets of tuples using the _______ 

clause.

a) group by b) group c) group set d) group attribute

222

 The _____ aggregation operation adds up all the values of the attribute a) add b) avg c) max d) sum

223

What values does the count(*) function ignore? a) Repetitive values b) Null values c) Characters d) Integers

224

How many join types in join condition: a) 2 b) 3 c) 4 d) 5

225

 Which join refers to join records from the write table that have no matching key in 

the left table are include in the result set:

a) Left outer join b) Right outer join c) Full outer join d) Half outer join

226

If a transaction has obtained a __________ lock, it can read but cannot write on the 

item

a) Shared mode b) Exclusive mode c) Read only mode d) Write only mode

227

If a transaction has obtained a ________ lock, it can both read and write on the item a) Shared mode b) Exclusive mode c) Read only mode d) Write only mode

228

If a transaction can be granted a lock on an item immediately in spite of the presence 

of another mode, then the two modes are said to be ________

a) Concurrent b) Equivalent c) Compatible d) Executable

229

A transaction is made to wait until all ________ locks held on the item are released a) Compatible b) Incompatible c) Concurrent d) Equivalent

230

 The situation where no transaction can proceed with normal execution is known as 

________

a) Road block b) Deadlock c) Execution halt d) Abortion

231

The protocol that indicates when a transaction may lock and unlock each of the data 

items is called as __________

a) Locking protocol b) Unlocking protocol c) Granting protocol d) Conflict protocol



232

If a transaction Ti may never make progress, then the transaction is said to be 

____________

a) Deadlocked b) Starved c) Committed d) Rolled back

233

 If a transaction may obtain locks but may not release any locks then it is in _______ 

phase

a) Growing phase b) Shrinking phase c) Deadlock phase d) Starved phase

234

If a transaction may release locks but may not obtain any locks, it is said to be in 

______ phase

a) Growing phase b) Shrinking phase c) Deadlock phase d) Starved phase

235

The two phase locking protocol consists which of the following phases? a) Growing phase b) Shrinking phase c) More than one of the 

mentioned

Only one


